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Station 12005+00 to 12119+17......Activities since last SWPPP. Until this morning, all of Spread H was still restricted to E&S
maintenance and new ECD installation. A grade crew was allowed to move forward with the installation of a bridge over stream
S-G39, station 12031+51. The crew has been preparing all week to set this rail car bridge which they accomplished on Thursday
evening, 7/12. Today, an environmental crew was there to install the ECDs necessary around the area of the stream crossing.
Operators built all of the clean water diversion berms from the going away side of stream S-MM14 to Flatwoods Road, stations
12087+00 to 12118+00. Several crews also worked on punchlist items throughout this area. Representatives from the DEQ were
on site this week. First they assessed the streams in this area that had been impacted by sediment and were satisfied that clean
up was complete on streams S-G39, S-G40, S-MM15, and S-MM13. They also released a portion of this inspection area for
forward progress this morning from stations 12005+00 to 12023+00, and 12026+00 to 12036+00. The 300 feet from stations
12023+00 to 12026+00 is still on hold until three waterbars are improved, remove obstruction and lessen slope, and treatments are
installed to convey stormwater down the fill slope to the LOD in a manner that alleviates the potential for erosion.



37.3086037262173, -80.0101722384744

37.3085576529031, -80.0100235082954

37.3085943560912, -80.0103129861783

37.3084837245171, -80.010136077255

37.3085628915926, -80.0101820939034

37.308430583251, -80.010255016461
This sump at station 12047+50 needs to be
moved to the LOD, ~MP 228.0~.

Operators completed installation of a rail car
bridge over stream S-G39, station 12031+51,
~MP 227.7~.

Clean water diversion berm was built from
stream S-MM14 to S-MM13. See photo for
location.

Piping will be used to convey stormwater over
the fill slope from the waterbars to the LOD,
station 12024+00 to 12026+00, ~MP 227.5~.

Obstructions need to be removed from this
waterbar at station 12024+00, ~MP 227.5~.
See photo for location.

Clean water diversion berm was also
completed to Flatwoods Road. See photo for
location.
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